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Farmery Estate Brewery 

Lawrence Warwaruk, Farmery Estate Brewery, co-owner 

 

How did your business originate?  

“So our idea of the Farmery Estate Brewery sprang from a combination of a whole bunch of 
experiences,” Warwaruk said, explaining he and his brother Chris grew up on a family farm near 
Erickson, Manitoba.  

“We happened to leave the farm back in 1998. We moved ourselves to the city and started a 
business called Lux Sole Restaurant and we operated that for 10 years.” 

The brothers had the opportunity to buy a building and develop another concept, a gastropub 
called Luxalune, Warwaruk said, which they wanted to make different from the Lux Sole 
Restaurant. Lux Sole was more wine-centric, he said, while Luxalune was a pub-style bar. 

“And we thought, ‘we like to drink beer, why don't we just start stocking shelves with as many 
beers as possible and give that choice?’ We were going to differentiate ourselves from our 
competition by giving the customer choice, Warwaruk said.  

“So we had over 150 different beers at one point in time, from all over the world. And then we 
also started to see the trend of craft beer.” 

The boys noticed the trend of different styles of beers produced by new microbreweries, from 
different parts of Canada and the US, but it had not yet made a mark in Winnipeg.  

“Then we started to visit different microbreweries in the states where they were already five 
years ahead of the trend here in Canada. It opened our eyes to what we could see as the next 
evolution of our business model,” he added.  

The brothers were at a stage where they wanted to expand, Warwaruk noted, possibly by 
expanding the Luxalune concept to bricks and mortar, or by providing a production of craft beer 
to supply different customers. They decided producing craft beer was the best option and 
developed the recipe they would produce.  
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“We wanted to marry the idea of going back to the farm, going back to our family roots. And I 
really wanted to bring my family up in the country,” he said, pointing out the stars aligned and 
the brothers found themselves in the Neepawa area.  

“I bought a small farm here and then we also had some of our farm by Erickson available to us.” 

They had to start farming again, to grow the ingredients to make beer, which began in 2011, 
when the brothers planted their first hops and established a hop yard.  

Over the next few years they expanded and the original idea of Warwaruk getting back to his 
roots and farming on a smaller scale came together. 

“Adding value at the farm gate is definitely something that we are very passionate about. Not 
just trying to grow as many acres as possible and trying to just focus on production volumes, as 
opposed to the actual value part,” Warwaruk explained.  

“And by doing that, we are able to grow barley. It gets malted locally in Manitoba here and we 
use our barley from the farm to make our beer. So essentially, we do not have to grow 
thousands of acres of barley, we typically grow about 300 acres, year over year. We have 
normally two years of stockpiled barley on hand, where we can use that moving forward.”  

If the brothers find themselves growing their business more than they can sustain on 300 acres, 
Warwaruk said, they intend to reach out to local farmers, to get our inputs as close to the farm 
gate, as possible.  

“So I think that really has an impact on our local community. Furthermore, we have about 20 to 
sometimes 50 people that we employ at one point in time. Obviously, it's busy in the 
summertime, so we have a positive impact on our local economy by employing people,” he 
noted. 

“The best thing about our business model, too, is that, our estate brand is something that is 
very unique. In fact, if you look searched, there's definitely a trend to support and to acquire 
ingredients for any kind of production as locally as possible. But what we're doing is, I think, 
very unique." 

While it may not be easy, Warwaruk said, Farmery Estate beer could be exported to a different 
market, where people see the value in an estate product, similar to estate wines, for example. 
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“And that is exactly what we were interested in doing, not only just growing ingredients locally 
and producing beer, but also providing an export opportunity for our business. And that's a win-
win for everybody in the local economy,” he added.  

 

What do you think makes your business stand out?  

“In our minds, that's how it stands out. The perception of people might be different. I think part 
of our job is to educate, especially when you're ploughing new trail, developing a new concept,” 
Warwaruk said.  

“Not saying we're inventing it and at the same time, we've actually tossed this idea of what 
does it mean to be in an estate? Kind of sounds uppity-up and that was never what it was 
meant to be.” 

The estate concept, he explained, is meant to be parallel with what a person would find at an 
estate winery.  

“But I think, we have to start educating the public what Farmery is. It is more a sustainable kind 
of concept. So that's what it means to us and I think that's what makes us stand out. The fact 
that our business model is sustainable for the short term and for the long term,” Warwaruk 
confirmed, adding it is his job to educate his customers and show them how it is different.  

Manitoba has a sizeable beer market for its population, he said, with about $330 million spent 
on the purchase of beer for consumption. At least 85 per cent of the beer consumed in the 
province, Warwaruk added, is produced outside of the Manitoba.  

“I think our job as local producers is to change that dynamic and ensure that people are willing 
to support something that is produced locally, because it's proven that 10 times the dollar value 
is actually spread in the community, which has that far-reaching effect, more so than the dollars 
that leave the province,” he said.  

“And, yes, those bigger companies have a small footprint of sales people that are in our 
province, that sell the product locally, but it hasn't got near the impact that producing it locally 
does by the spin-off benefits of acquiring, hopefully the raw ingredients locally and all the 
infrastructure and employment that that brings.” 
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What are some milestones your business has passed?  

In 2019, Farmery Estate Brewery was awarded Small Business of the Year and Overall Business 
of the Year for Manitoba, Warwaruk said, which was a big surprise and definitely welcomed. 
Farmery is one of the first breweries with product sold in Saskatchewan, Alberta and Ontario. 

“There is no other Manitoba brewery that is in those three provinces currently,” he said.  

“They could be in Saskatchewan, they could be in Alberta, but Ontario is really the nut to crack. 
And so we've been in there for the last two years.” 

The business is about to celebrate its 10th anniversary, he noted, as 2012 was the year the 
brothers launched Farmery in the marketplace.  

“For me, a personal milestone is that I turned 50 just before covid. And I'm not saying now I'm 
thinking of retirement, but you realise that we all know that we're not immortal and you start 
wondering, ‘how do I get out of this thing? How do I get off the train?’,” Warwaruk said. 

“It's like you're focussed on realising that your time is finite and you want to make every day 
count. There's a mind shift, there's a change of focus for me in particular. And, you know, we're 
not going to just focus on frivolous things, it is going to have some impact, whether it means, 
questioning are we doing the right thing, or have we thought this thing through, what's the 
outcome, or timelines on achieving goals and so on, it's all important.” 

 

What means the most to you about being a member and part of the chamber network?  

“We are involved with different organisations, with the Restaurant Association, Hotel 
Association, Yellowhead Highway Marketing Association, Travel Manitoba. I think what the 
chamber does, especially being part of the Manitoba Chamber, is that we're part of a group of 
people that have businesses small or large, that can say, ‘here's us on the map’ and we can say 
we're part of that,” he said.  

“I think that's a big, big deal. Furthermore, as a group, I think, by lobbying our government, 
chambers do have some sort of impact that they can have on political policy and so on. So 
that's definitely important.”  
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In what ways has your business had to change, or pivot due to covid? 

“I think that what was a front of mind for people, especially at the very start, was that we 
realised how impacted we are on the supply chain,” Warwaruk said.  

“The supply chain, if it's not sourced locally, we are at the mercy of the world market. And 
when we need stuff and we can't have access to it, we're left holding the bag and are in a time 
lapse, where we don't know how far away we are to certain supplies.” 

If a better model can be developed, where the things deemed important can be acquired and 
produced locally, he noted, it would have a huge impact on product, or food security. The 
focus, especially for covid, Warwaruk noted, is to try to support local as much as possible and 
then the producers will benefit, because there is a ready customer.  

“And I think those speaking lines have to be constantly brought to the forefront. So exactly 
what we're doing here with the chamber is ensuring that those talking points, those lines of 
communication are open so that people understand what is local, what's the difference and 
how impactful that is for the community,” he added. 

As an essential service, Farmery Estate Brewery did not have to shut down.  

“The province, and I think, from a certain point of view, they believe that alcohol is essential. It 
is part of our society and I think that people would have been up in arms if they shut down the 
supply lines for their alcohol consumption,” Warwaruk noted.  

“Truthfully, it's been a banner year for alcohol in Manitoba, they say. We found ourselves at the 
very start of covid needing to pivot away from beer production. We had to find new ways of 
ensuring that we could be open in some way to our customers, but closing our retail location 
here directly at the brewery.” 

He and Chris did not want the impact of an infection from an outside party infecting their 
workforce, he explained, and decided to shut the doors to the public. They eventually opened 
another retail location in Neepawa, Warwaruk said, to offer the retail experience to their 
customers.  

“But we also shut down our beer production to focus on hand sanitizer. Back at the very start of 
covid when retail doors were shutting down and the impact of infection would have been fairly 
severe, everyone was being very cautious. We had to find a new way to reach our customers, or 
at least let them know we were still there,” he said.  
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“So we had our online presence on the web already up and running, all we needed to do was 
tweak that and offer a way to get our product to our customer, offering curbside pickup and so 
on.” 

Farmery Estate Brewery started producing hand sanitizer, because they realised there was a 
need and put it up for sale on the website.  

“And within hours, it was just inundated with requests for orders. People were able to place 
their order and pre-buy it and so on,” Warwaruk said, adding they had to shut down the 
website after just two days, because they realised they had so many orders that created a 
logistical problem.  

Not only did we have to sort through all the email requests from people, but we had to figure 
out how we can produce all this hand sanitizer that people needed right now. So it was fairly 
overwhelming.”  

They decided to switch their production facility over from beer to hand sanitizer for two and a 
half months.  

“We didn't go back to beer production till the end of June, almost the first week of July. So a lot 
of people don't realise how much of a need there was for some local production of hand 
sanitizer and there still is,” Warwaruk said.  

“And I think that this is what has opened people's eyes is that, even for us to manufacture hand 
sanitizer, even the ingredients that go into hand sanitizer that we needed, it had to come from 
some places like Thailand. So those supply lines were sometimes weeks and weeks out, even 
though we had to fulfil orders for different customers. And we're talking sometimes thousands 
of customers. They had to wait for those bottles, for instance. The other ingredients, like 
essence that needed to go into the fragrances that go into hand sanitizer, it was coming from 
offshore sometimes. Definitely not a local market here, or a supply line in Manitoba. So that 
was a big eye-opener for most people.” 

 

What does the term stronger together mean to you?  

“Everyone wants to sling around some sort of term that everyone can bond with and it's not 
just stronger together. At the very start, it was, 'we're all in this together' and how does 
stronger together, evolve into that,” he asked, noting ‘buy local or bye local’ was another  
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trending term. Stronger together, Warwaruk said, implies a focus on the start of a mind shift, 
that something like covid can have an impact on everyone.  

“So stronger together would mean then, we're all impacted by this somehow, that we're going 
to have to find out how we can make a difference to a local business. I think everyone's very 
mindful of that, for sure,” he explained.  

“You know, no one's just going to a restaurant these days, just because they're free to do that. 
They're actually thinking how their dollars are making a difference for a person in their 
community. It's their business, so if that's what stronger together means, it's totally not just 
about spending money, but also thinking about each other.” 

 

What benefits do you see when the community chooses to support local businesses?  

“Well, I think I can use the example, and this is not just economics, but in the big picture, our 
job is to take business away from international competitors,” Warwaruk said.  

“So if people have in their minds, how can we make a difference by maybe changing our buying 
habits and supporting local and supporting local first, as much as possible, it's going to have a 
huge impact on our economic output for the future.” 

“Because if you look at the big pie that we're seeing and we see the struggles of trying to get 
into other marketplaces and you can see how open the Manitoba market is to accepting other 
competitors in that I have to compete with on our local store shelves, by ensuring that the 
public can change our buying habits and support local, well, we're talking the difference of one 
tenth of the pie that is local to the nine-tenths that is potentially our market. It's a big deal.” 
The difference, he noted, is what it means to everyone in Manitoba. The more dollars are spent 
locally, Warwaruk said, means those dollars stay local and he can use them to market his 
product, or hire more people.  

“Production would increase and that means that we can use more barley locally and so on. 
People don't realise it, but even though the barley is malted locally, barley is also shipped out to 
foreign markets to get malted there. They make the beer with our barley and then send the 
finished product back to Manitoba for us to consume,” Warwaruk explained.  

“The amount of barley that's produced in the western provinces, that's where Ontario gets it 
from. And then those big, big mega breweries in Ontario are sending the beer back to 
Manitoba. So I'm very passionate about making that shift of buying habit away from the bigger  
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brands, which people perceive to be what they know, to understanding what can be produced 
locally here.” 

 

How has the community supported you and your business?  

“I think, everybody's tried to do the best they can. They've tried to support each other the best 
they can with what was given them. Because I think in the end, we have been shut down twice 
where people can't travel, can't see friends and family with the same freedom they had in the 
past,” he said.  

“So a lot of times people's hands have been tied. I think that the shift is going to happen once 
things open up. And one believes the hope that everything, especially with vaccines being 
delivered, they have an impact on making people safe.” 

“The hope is that everything will get back to normal. Once it gets back to even a phase of 
normalcy, that we can get out, people are going to support local in a bigger way. They're not 
going to travel maybe as far, but they're going to travel locally. They're going to support their 
dollars with seeing what they have put off for many years. They're going to see something that 
is local and that could very well be visiting friends and family locally. Which means then, that all 
those dollars will be spent locally here, which is going to have a huge impact.” 

 


